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Abstract 
Locally grounded features in ice shelves, called ice rises and rumples, play a key role buttressing 

discharge from the Antarctic Ice Sheet and regulating its contribution to sea level. Ice rises 

typically rise several hundreds of meters above the surrounding ice shelf; shelf flow is diverted 

around them. On the other hand, shelf ice flows across ice rumples, which typically rise only a 

few tens of meters above the ice shelf. Ice rises contain rich histories of deglaciation and climate 

that extend back over timescales ranging from a few millennia to beyond the last glacial 

maximum. Numerical model results have shown that the buttressing effects of ice rises and 

rumples are significant, but details of processes and how they evolve remain poorly understood. 

Fundamental information about the conditions and processes that cause transitions between 

floating ice shelves, ice rises and ice rumples is needed in order to assess their impact on ice-

sheet behavior. Targeted high-resolution observational data are needed to evaluate and improve 

prognostic numerical models and parameterizations of the effects of small-scale pinning points 

on grounding-zone dynamics. 
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1. Introduction 
Small-scale topographic features occur wherever ice shelves ground locally on the elevated 

seabed. These features are called ―ice rises‖ where the flowing ice shelf is diverted around the 

grounded region, and ―ice rumples‖ where the ice shelf flows over the grounded region (Figs. 1 

and 2). Numerous ice rises around the edge of the Antarctic Ice Sheet are in fact miniature ice 

sheets — independent entities with many of the characteristics shared with the larger, main ice 

sheet (Robin, 1953). Being smaller and numerous, ice rises represent a far larger sample of 

possible ice sheets. Each one is relatively simple, but the population provides much variety. As 

such, they provide a convenient platform for conducting geophysical and glaciological 

observations and model experiments to develop concepts about ice sheets. 

Understanding the role of ice rises in the evolution and future of the Antarctic Ice Sheet is 

important for three primary reasons. First, glacial-interglacial changes in the extent and 

configuration of the Antarctic Ice Sheet are largest at the margins, so knowledge from ice rises 

provide powerful constraints on the timing and amount of thickness changes (e.g., Conway et al., 

1999; Brook et al., 2005; Waddington et al., 2005; Martin et al., 2006; Mulvaney et al., 2007). 

Second, relatively high surface mass balance (SMB) and close proximity to the storm track that 

circulates Antarctica make ice cores from ice rises well suited to examine highly regional, 

circumpolar variations in Antarctic climate and sea ice, and their tele-connections (e.g., Goodwin 

et al., 2014; Sinclair et al., 2014). Finally, the mass balance of Antarctica is dominated by 

grounding-zone dynamics and ice-shelf/ocean interactions, which are influenced by ice rises and 

rumples. For example it is thought that recent un-grounding of an ice rumple within the ice shelf 

of Pine Island Glacier in the Amundsen Sea Embayment has contributed to the ongoing retreat 

and thinning in the region (Jenkins et al., 2010a; Gladstone et al., 2012). Losses from the 

Amundsen Sea Embayment dominate the current mass deficit of the Antarctic Ice Sheet 

(Pritchard et al., 2012; Joughin et al., 2014; Rignot et al., 2014; Fürst et al., 2015). Ice rumples 

are much smaller than ice rises, but provide significant buttressing to the ice shelf with potential 

for rapid ice-dynamical changes in cases of grounding or un-grounding.  

Here, we review current understanding of ice rises and rumples in terms of their 

morphology, distribution, history, and impact on the evolution of Antarctica. Section 2 first 

defines ice rises and rumples and then shows their distributions, and their geological, 

oceanographic, and climatological settings. We also discuss their formation mechanisms. Section 

3 reviews the roles of ice rises and rumples in ice-sheet dynamics and mass balance. Section 4 

provides an overview of current knowledge of the Holocene retreat of the Antarctic Ice Sheet, 

with emphasis on the records and roles of ice rises. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss major 

knowledge gaps and key directions and needs for future research. 

2. Settings 

2.1 Definition of ice rises and rumples 
Ice rises and ice rumples are locally elevated, grounded features surrounded fully or partially by 

ice shelves or ice streams (Figs. 1 and 2). Other terms such as ice hill, ice dome, ice promontory, 

ice ridge, and inter-ice-stream ridge have also been used to refer to ice rises (depending on which 

characteristic is being emphasized), so we include them in our definition here. We follow 

MacAyeal (1987) to distinguish ice rises and rumples. 

Ice rises are built mostly from locally accumulating snow. They consist of radial ice-flow 

centers or divides separate from the main ice sheet. They are typically several hundred meters 
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higher than the surrounding ice shelves or ice streams. In cross section (Fig. 2), the surface 

topography is quasi parabolic with flank slopes extending from a blunt peak (Martin and 

Sanderson, 1980). Local snow accumulation and negligible horizontal ice flow make the flow 

divide or center an excellent site to extract ice cores to determine coastal Antarctic climate. 

Examples of ice rises of various types include (see Figures 1 and 3 for locations): (#1) Roosevelt 

Island in the Ross Sea Embayment and Korff Ice Rise in the Weddell Sea Embayment are isles 

completely surrounded by ice shelves; (#2) Fletcher Promontory in the Weddell Sea Embayment 

is a promontory of the ice sheet protruding into the ice shelf; (#3) Siple Dome in the Ross Sea 

Embayment is an inter-ice-stream ridge; and (#4) Dorsey Island in the Wilkins Ice Shelf is an 

island that consists of both ice and outcrops of bedrock or sediments. Ice rises in categories #2 

and #3 are elongate extensions of the inland ice sheet into the ice shelf, but have saddles between 

the adjacent inland ice sheet and seaward local flow centers at elevations that are higher than the 

proximal grounded ice sheet. 

Ice rumples, on the other hand, are fully enclosed within ice shelves and are typically 

elevated only tens of meters or less from the ice-shelf surface. Some ice rumples exist at the 

calving front of the ice shelf, partly facing the ocean. Others are located near ice rises or within 

grounding zones or lightly grounded ice plains (Brunt et al., 2011). Ice flows across rumples and 

maintains the same general flow direction as that in the adjacent ice shelf (Fig. 1b). Shearing can 

occur at the base and most of the ice within rumples is not locally accumulated. Examples are 

Doake Ice Rumples between Korff and Henry Ice Rises in the central part of the Ronne-Filchner 

Ice Shelf (Fig. 1). Field observations across ice rumples are sparse (Limbert, 1964; Thomas, 

1973b; Swithinbank, 1977; Smith, 1986; Smith, 1991), mainly because the presence of crevasses 

and rifts hamper surface travel. A notable exception is an ice rumple that was present near the 

grounding zone of Pine Island Glacier; ice shelf and seabed topography were mapped by an 

airborne survey and autonomous underwater vehicle (Jenkins et al., 2010a; Jacobs et al., 2011). 

Here, we do not consider features that ground ephemerally over tidal cycles as ice rumples, 

because such features provide little buttressing to the ice shelf (Section 3) and their detection 

using satellite techniques depends on the timing of the observation. Nevertheless, these 

ephemerally grounded features can readily become ice rumples if the ice shelf thickens or relative 

sea level lowers. 

2.2 Identification by satellite remote sensing 
The elevated topography of ice rises and rumples and their ice-flow perturbations in ice shelves 

such as crevasses and rifts are well imaged by a variety of satellites (Fig. 1a). Visible, near-

infrared-band, and microwave imagery, such as that from AVHRR, MODIS, Landsat, ASTER, 

SPOT, and Radarsat all show brightness changes associated with surface-slope variations in the 

grounding zone, and also at the crest of ice rises (e.g., Martin, 1976; Scambos et al., 2007). In 

addition, abrupt elevation variations relative to ice shelves can be detected using high-resolution 

(~10
2
 m) lidar and radar altimeters such as ICESat and CryoSat-2. Further, comparisons of repeat 

altimetry profiles at different times of the tidal cycle have been used to identify ephemerally 

grounded features (Fricker and Padman, 2006). 

The modulated ice flow of grounded features, such as separate flow centers on ice rises 

and slower or slightly redirected ice flow over rumples can be detected using interferometric 

techniques of microwave synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and feature tracking of optical or SAR 

images (Fig. 1b). SAR interferograms can also reveal variations in tidal flexure associated with 

the grounding zones, which is particularly useful for identifying small rumples that do not induce 
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shear margins and cannot be visually identified in satellite imagery (e.g., Schmeltz et al., 2001; 

Rignot, 2002; Scambos et al., 2007).  However, delineation of ice-flow centers and divides where 

surface velocities are small is difficult using ice-flow mapping techniques (e.g., Fig. 1b) and thus 

the distinction between ice rises and rumples is equivocal. An example of such uncertain 

characterization is Steershead Ice Rise near Siple Dome (Fig. 3). 

2.3 Inventory of ice rises and rumples 
The Appendix contains a satellite-derived inventory of Antarctic ice rises and rumples. The 

presence of localized ice flow from flow centers or divides is the clearest criterion for 

distinguishing ice rises from rumples. However, the elevation-based approach described in the 

Appendix is a more practical way to classify these features. In total, we inventoried 103 isle-type 

ice rises (group 1), 67 promontory-type ice rises (group 2, including 9 inter-ice-stream ridges), 

510 ice rumples (group 3), and 24 elevated features with outcrops (group 4). 

Ice rises and ice rumples exist on every major ice shelf in Antarctica (Fig. 3), but the 

spatial distribution varies. For example, the Siple Coast has a greater number of relatively large 

ice rises, whereas the Sulzberger and Abbott Ice Shelves contain many small ice rises and 

rumples. In contrast, few ice rises and rumples exist near the outlets of major glaciers situated in 

deep bed troughs (e.g., Byrd Glacier in the Ross Sea Embayment and Recovery Glacier in the 

Weddell Sea Embayment). Geological constraints on the distribution of ice rises and rumples are 

discussed in Section 2.5. 

2.4 Morphology and flow features 
The new inventory allows evaluation of the geometric characteristics of ice rises and rumples. 

There is some uncertainty in these attributes because the size of the features is often close to or 

even smaller than the data resolutions (Appendix). For their lateral extent, isle-type ice rises are 

typically wider than several kilometers (Table 1), with areas ranging between 10 and 10
3
 km

2
 

(Fig. 4a). Promontory-type ice rises have similar dimensions, but defining their upstream extent 

is often difficult. In contrast, ice rumples rarely extend more than a few kilometers and generally 

have areas less than ~10 km
2
. In terms of their vertical extent, most ice rumples are only a few 

meters higher than the ice-shelf surface, whereas ice rises are typically 10–310 m higher than the 

adjacent ice shelves and streams (Fig. 4b, Table 1). Nevertheless, ice rises and rumples are of 

comparable thickness (Fig. 4c), meaning that the bed elevation of most ice rumples is lower than 

that of a typical ice rise. Except for a few cases, isle-type ice rises have beds below sea level, and 

most that have been mapped have relatively smooth beds (Fig. 2). The overall shape of ice rises 

and rumples depends on environmental and physical conditions such as basal shear stress (related 

to the bed material, e.g., sediments or bedrock), ice flow speed (Fig. 4d), ice thickness (Fig. 4c), 

wind field, and tidal amplitude, but none of these conditions are clearly distinct between ice rises 

and rumples. 

Crests of ice rises are often oriented nearly parallel to the regional ice flow (Fig. 1b) and 

perpendicular to the prevailing near-surface wind direction (Fig. 2; Lenaerts et al., 2014). Such an 

orientation suggests a strong geological control associated with erosion of the bed prior to the 

formation of the ice rises (Wilson and Luyendyk, 2006; Section 2.5). Slope changes associated 

with the crests are often visible as lineations in satellite imagery (e.g., Henry Ice Rise in Fig. 1a). 

Ice rises that have been stable for an extended period (Section 4.1) have concave shoulders on 

both sides of the crest, seen as near-parallel lineations in satellite imagery (Fig. 5; Goodwin and 

Vaughan, 1995). 
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In order to compensate for higher orographic precipitation (Section 2.7) and maintain in 

equilibrium, flanks on the windward side are generally steeper than those on the lee side 

(Vaughan et al., 2004). Flank slopes on most ice rises exceed ~10
-1

 degrees (Table 1), which is 

one to two orders of magnitude steeper than those on the continental ice sheet. Slopes can be 

even steeper on ice rises located over rough bed topography, and such slope variations in flank 

are often visible as lineations or variable brightness in satellite imagery (Fig. 5). Except for the 

largest ice rises (> ~50 km long), the surface topography of ice rises is not well represented by 

most continent-wide digital-elevation models (DEMs). The surface topography of most ice rises 

is poorly mapped because of limitations in the spatial sampling of existing satellite altimetry data, 

particularly along the relatively steep slopes and low latitudes of coastal Antarctica. Nevertheless, 

accuracy of DEMs is being improved as both radar and laser altimetry techniques are used 

together (Bamber et al., 2009) and interferometric radar altimetry techniques are refined (Helm et 

al., 2014). 

Similarly to the Antarctic Ice Sheet itself, flow features within an ice rise vary greatly 

from the flow divide to the terminus. Except for regions near the grounding zone, basal melting 

beneath ice rises is rare because the combination of large SMB (> ~10
-1

 m/a) and small thickness 

(< 1 km) ensures that the bed stays below the pressure melting point (Matsuoka et al., 2012). The 

ice-flow speed increases gradually towards the grounding zone, but it is less than ~20 m/a in most 

cases (Fig. 4d, Table 1). Fast-flowing features embedded in ice rises are rare. Exceptions include 

McCarthy Inlet within Berkner Island in the Weddell Sea Embayment (Fig. 6b), a fast-moving 

stream within Conway Ice Ridge in the Ross Sea Embayment, and Williamson Glacier within 

Law Dome in Wilkes Land. These all are located in bed troughs (Fretwell et al., 2013), but it is 

not clear whether the troughs control fast-flow locations and speeds. 

Ice flow over ice rumples is much faster than within ice rises (Fig. 4d, Table 1), causing 

undulating surface topography and heavily crevassed regions (Gudmundsson, 2003). Ice tends to 

flow more slowly across rumples that are close to larger ice rises or continental grounding zones 

without glaciers. Flow fields on and around rumples show complicated patterns that reflect the 

dynamics of the ice shelves and settings of the ice rumples (Fig. 1b).  

Ice flow near the crests is of special interest because such locations are thought to be 

particularly suitable for ice coring to obtain minimally disturbed stratigraphic sequences for 

paleo-environmental interpretations. Except for a zone within a few ice thicknesses of a crest, 

variations of horizontal velocity with depth are approximately consistent with predictions from 

laminar flow theory. However, within this crest zone, longitudinal stress gradients are important. 

Raymond (1983) was the first to complete rigorous analysis of stresses near the crest (ice-flow 

divide) and he showed that, for ice with non-linear rheology, the horizontal shear strain rate there 

is less concentrated near the bottom and the downward ice flow is less rapid in comparison to the 

flanks. This ice-flow regime has important consequences for inferring depth-age relationships at 

flow divides (Raymond, 1983), and is now generally called the ―Raymond effect‖. As a 

consequence of the Raymond effect, small shifts in the divide position have a strong effect on the 

vertical velocity profile (Fowler, 1992). Hindmarsh (1996) examined the dynamic response of ice 

divides to variations in SMB. Results showed that transient divide motion is most strongly 

affected by asymmetric variations in SMB halfway between the margin and the divide. Divide 

migration can also occur from asymmetric changes in fluxes at the margins of an ice divide 

(Nereson et al., 1998a). These results raise concerns that natural variability in SMB or boundary 
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conditions can cause folding and affect the fidelity of ice-core records extracted from flow 

divides (Jacobson and Waddington, 2004). 

Ice-rise response to environmental conditions including climate, relative sea level and 

ocean circulation occur over a range of timescales. Thus, the morphology and flow regime 

observed on ice rises today may be: (1) relicts of the expanded ice sheet during the last glacial 

maximum (LGM), (2) transient features that are evolving in response to changes in local ice 

dynamics and climate, or (3) features that are in steady state with current conditions. 

2.5 Geological controls on the locations and evolution 

2.5.1 Continental-shelf morphology and glacial isostatic adjustment 
The locations of ice rises and rumples are determined primarily by the locations of shallower 

areas of the continental shelves where the ice shelf can ground (Fig. 6). This pattern is 

determined by the continental-shelf morphology, which has four key features. First, unlike other 

areas in the world, the Antarctic continental shelf is down-sloping towards the center of the ice 

sheet (Arndt et al., 2013). This reverse slope results from the combined effects of long-term 

glacial erosion (dominant effect) and subsidence (minor effect) owing to the weight of the 

overlying ice sheet, i.e. glacial isostatic adjustment (Anderson, 1999). Second, faults cut across 

the continental shelf perpendicular to the coast (transverse faults), which tend to segment the 

continental shelf and often provide a route for major glacial troughs (e.g., along the western 

margin of the Antarctic Peninsula). Third, major faults also run parallel to the coast (longitudinal 

faults) which sometimes manifest as major coast-parallel troughs such as in East Antarctica 

(Anderson, 1999). Many of these longitudinal faults formed as a consequence of rifting of the 

Antarctic margin during the break-up of Gondwana in the Jurassic and are consequently long-

lived structures (Anderson, 1999). Finally, overlying such tectonic structures, cycles of marine 

and/or glacial erosion and deposition have left their imprint following the advance and retreat of 

the ice sheet across the continental shelf during glacial-interglacial cycles (Wilson and Luyendyk, 

2006). 

These four features generate a distinctive pattern in the continental-shelf morphology. The 

inner shelf, closer to the ice sheet, has generally been eroded by ice during periods of greater ice 

extent, but during times of less ice extent marine deposits can cover the crystalline bedrock. In 

contrast, the middle and outer shelves are dominated by depositional sequences, primarily of 

glaciogenic sediment that form shallow banks (e.g., Pennell Bank in the outer Ross Sea; Fig. 6a). 

Banks may also consist of remnant geological structures that are left upstanding after erosion on 

either side by paleo-ice streams. Ice rises tend to be located on these banks or on bedrock highs. 

For example, Roosevelt Island is grounded on an oblong seabed plateau 150–350 m below sea 

level, about 150-km long and 70-km wide (Fig. 6a). Berkner Island is located on part of an 

extensive shallow seabed plateau, which may have been completely covered by grounded ice 

when Berkner Island was larger in the past (Fig. 6b; Bentley et al., 2014). In contrast, its 

landward side has seabed troughs more than 1000-m below sea level (Fretwell et al., 2013). 

Longitudinal troughs can create isolated areas of high seabed on the outer parts of the continental 

shelf. 

As well as continental-shelf morphology, another key factor controlling the formation of 

an ice rise or ice rumple is water depth. During glacial-interglacial cycles, global-mean sea level 

is predominantly governed by changes in global ice volume. However, local water depths will be 

modulated by glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), which describes the deformation of the solid 
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Earth and geoid (sea-surface height) in response to regional changes in ice loading (Farrell and 

Clark, 1976; Whitehouse et al., 2012). The viscous nature of the mantle means that this 

deformational response can take thousands of years to reach equilibrium. Therefore, following a 

decrease in ice mass, the subsequent gradual uplift of the seabed combined with lowering of the 

sea surface due to the decreased gravitational attraction of the smaller ice sheet both act to reduce 

water depths beneath an ice shelf, potentially leading to the formation of an ice rise. 

The geology under an ice rise can reflect conditions before the current ice cover. Marine 

sediment might be present under many ice rises, as suggested by the typical smoothness of the 

bed (Fig. 2). However, direct sampling has been made only at two sites. Berkner Island (Fig. 6b) 

has enigmatic well-sorted quartz sand, interpreted to be aeolian in origin but of unknown age 

(Mulvaney et al., 2007). This sand was recognized as being similar to a widespread unit found in 

marine cores from the southern Weddell Sea (Rex et al., 1970). Crary Ice Rise in the Ross Sea 

Embayment (Fig. 6a) is underlain by microfossil-bearing marine sediments (Bindschadler et al., 

1990). 

2.5.2 Mechanisms of ice-rise formation and their geological imprint 
The previous section outlined how geological and geophysical processes can influence the 

formation and location of ice rises; namely tectonics, erosion, sedimentation, and GIA. Over 

shorter timescales, ice rise evolution is mainly controlled by ice dynamics, sea level, and climate. 

Here, we classify four main ways in which ice rises might evolve. Ice rumples can evolve 

similarly but presumably over shorter timescales, because most of them are only several meters 

higher than the surrounding ice shelf (Fig. 4b). Transitions between ice rises and rumples are 

poorly understood, however (Section 5.3). 

1. Long-term stable 

Ice rises that were already present as ice rises during periods with an expanded ice sheet are 

termed here, ‗long-term stable‘ (Fig. 7a). These ice rises remain stable and were not overrun by 

the ice sheet at least during the last glacial cycle. An example of this type of ice rise is Berkner 

Island, which remained an independent center of ice flow during the last glacial cycle (Section 

4.3). 

2. Deglacial emergent  

Under most circumstances, a retreating ice sheet implies thinning and retreat of the grounded ice 

and increasing flotation of the ice margin over the continental shelf. However, some ice may 

remain grounded on a bank of relatively high bed topography resulting in formation of a 

‗deglacial emergent‘ ice rise surrounded by an ice shelf (Fig. 7b). Ice rises can emerge similarly 

when the sea level rises (independent of deglaciation); we include such cases in this type as well. 

Possible examples include Siple Dome and Roosevelt Island (if they were not long-term stable, 

Section 4.2). 

3. GIA emergent 

A thinning ice sheet may reach flotation to form an ice shelf, but subsequent post-glacial rebound 

may lead to re-grounding of the ice on elevated seabed to form an ice rise, here called a ‗GIA 

emergent‘ ice rise (Fig. 7c). Similarly, sea-level lowering (occurring independently to GIA) can 

also lead to the emergence of an ice rise; we include such cases in this type as well. A possible 

example is Bungenstock Ice Rise in the Weddell Sea Embayment (Section 4.3). 
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4. Glaciological emergent 

A climatic or ice-dynamic perturbation of an ice shelf or one of its feeder ice streams and glaciers 

may cause the ice shelf to thicken and re-ground on shallow areas of the seabed, forming a 

‗glaciological emergent‘ ice rise (Fig. 7d). Possible examples include Crary and Steershead Ice 

Rises in the Ross Sea Embayment that grounded in the last millennium (Section 4.2).  

These four mechanisms of ice-rise formation lead to distinct age-altitude trajectories (Fig. 

8). These may be recorded in terrestrial glacio-geological records of change such as those based 

mainly on cosmogenic isotope analysis of erratic boulders deposited on nunataks located 

upstream of ice rises. The first two mechanisms (cases 1 and 2, Figs. 7a and 7b) cause a 

progressive thinning of ice with time (declining age-altitude trajectory). The latter two (cases 3 

and 4, Figs. 7c and 7d) cause a reverse age-altitude trajectory as GIA or climatic/ice-flow effects 

cause a re-grounding of the ice shelf and subsequent re-thickening. Records resembling the 

simple declining age-altitude trajectory are widespread in areas upstream of ice rises, for example 

at the Ford Ranges, upstream of the Sulzberger Ice Shelf (150
o
W) where abundant small ice rises 

exist today (Fig. 3, Stone et al., 2003). Other examples are found in the Ellsworth Mountains next 

to the Rutford Ice Stream, which flows between Fletcher Promontory and Skytrain Ice Rise in the 

Weddell Sea Embayment (Bentley et al., 2010). In contrast, records suggesting a reversal of the 

age-altitude trajectory have been found on nunataks upstream of former ice shelves, including 

Larsen A in the Antarctic Peninsula, which formed about 1400 years before present (1.4 ka BP) 

but collapsed in the past 50 years (Balco and Schaefer, 2013). Such a reverse pattern may be 

common, particularly if the thickening occurred recently. It is not yet possible to determine the 

proportion of the different pattern types because evidence has not yet been systematically 

sampled around the continent and we do not yet have an efficient way to sample subglacial 

bedrock for exposure-age dating. 

Concerning the existence of former ice rises, seabed morphology mapped with swath 

bathymetry has shown an assemblage of ice-rise-related features such as grounding-zone features 

around the margins of seabed highs or banks that show evidence of radial slow flow (Shipp et al., 

1999). However, the origin and timing of these features is not always clear, because shallow 

areas of the shelf can be modified by iceberg furrows during deglaciation. Shipp et al. (1999) 

identified several former potential ice-rise locations by interpreting seabed morphology and using 

seismic evidence of sediment pinch-out against the banks (Section 4.2). Ice rises have likely 

formed and disappeared throughout many glacial cycles, perhaps having played significant roles 

in ice-sheet evolution since the formation of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet at the Eocene-Oligocene 

boundary (34 Ma BP). Ancient ice rises likely had a very different spatial distribution from that 

of today. 

2.6 Interactions with adjacent ocean and ice shelf 
Elevated seabed topography around ice rises and rumples can modify ocean circulation, which in 

turn can affect basal-melt/freeze patterns in the vicinity of the ice rises and rumples. In this 

section, we discuss ice-ocean interactions in the context of ice rises and rumples. 

2.6.1 Oceanography of the Antarctic continental shelf 
The oceanography of the continental shelves around Antarctica is controlled by the regional 

atmospheric forcing (Thoma et al., 2008; Dinniman et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2014), the large-

scale thermohaline circulation (Jacobs et al., 1992), and by tides (Makinson and Nicholls, 1999; 

Joughin and Padman, 2003; Padman et al., 2003).  
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The temperature of ocean water beneath ice shelves varies greatly around the continent. In 

most of the continental-shelf areas, the ocean temperature is close to the surface-water freezing 

point (about -1.9 C) (e.g., Hellmer and Jacobs, 1992; Nicholls et al., 2001; Hattermann et al., 

2012). Here, narrow oceanic fronts situated over the continental-shelf break separate these cold 

shelf waters from deep warm water in the Southern Ocean (Jacobs et al., 1992; Stewart and 

Thompson, 2015). In the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas, weaker fronts are less effective at 

preventing off-shelf waters from invading the continental shelves, and shelf temperature can 

reach as high as +1 C (Jenkins et al., 2010b). Influx of warm deep waters is controlled by how 

easily the warmer, off-shelf waters can cross the shelf break to enter the continental shelf (Thoma 

et al., 2008; Nost et al., 2011; Hattermann et al., 2014), and also by how efficiently those waters 

can be cooled to the surface freezing point (Jacobs and Comiso, 1989; Nost et al., 2011; Årthun 

et al., 2013). Thus, the oceanographic regime of the continental shelf can be characterized as 

being dominated either by cross-shelf advection, or by sea-ice production on the continental shelf 

(Petty et al., 2013). 

2.6.2 Ocean circulation beneath ice shelves 
Ocean circulation beneath ice shelves is controlled mainly by the topography of the ice-shelf 

cavity and the regional oceanographic setting (Jacobs et al., 1992; Nicholls et al., 2009). A 

typical ice-shelf cavity has a two-layer water column in which flow of the upper layer is guided 

by contours of the ice shelf draft, whereas flow in the deep layer tends to follow contours of 

seabed elevation. The deep layer is the primary source of heat into the cavity. However, neither 

the seabed topography under most of the ice shelves nor the ice-shelf geometry are sufficiently 

well known to permit accurate modeling of ocean-flow paths and heat transfer at the ice-shelf 

base (Holland and Jenkins, 1999; Makinson et al., 2010). Instead, we consider three widely-used 

ocean-circulation modes beneath ice shelves: the ice-front mode (mode III in Jacobs et al., 1992), 

the free-convective mode (mode II), and the ice-pump mode (mode I). 

The ice-front mode is induced by increased mixing due to upper ocean currents flowing 

perpendicular to the calving front of the ice shelf. This mode is common to all ice shelves, and 

typically promotes basal melting of the ice shelf within a few tens of kilometers of the calving 

front. It is most significant on colder regions of the continental shelf where the basal melt rates 

are otherwise low, in particular during the summer when the upper water column has been 

warmed (Zhou et al., 2014). 

The free-convective mode is driven exclusively by basal melting. Melting produces a 

strong, buoyant, meltwater-laden (slightly lower salinity) outflow, which drives a compensating 

inflow at depth resulting in an open overturning circulation. This mode typically occurs beneath 

ice shelves with high basal melt rates, such as those in the warmer Bellingshausen and Amundsen 

Sea Embayments. 

The ice-pump mode is forced mainly by highly saline, continental-shelf water that drains 

under gravity into areas beneath ice shelves. Since it is formed by sea-ice production, the water 

flowing into the cavity has a temperature near the surface freezing point (-1.9 C). As it flows 

close to the generally landward-deepening seabed (Fig. 2), the freezing point of the saline water 

increases with the increasing depth by ~0.75 C/km. The seabed near the grounding zone of the 

continental ice sheet can be up to 1.5 km below sea level (Fretwell et al., 2013), resulting in a 

freezing point of ~ -3 C. Inflowing water at the surface freezing point can therefore melt ice at 

the ice-shelf base, and the resulting meltwater-rich water, with a temperature below the surface 
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freezing point, is called ice-shelf water. The ice-shelf water is buoyant and flows up the ice-shelf 

base. As the hydrostatic pressure reduces with upward motion, the ice-shelf water can become 

super-cooled with respect to the local freezing point and form ice crystals in the water column. 

When the flow slows, typically where the slope of the ice-shelf base decreases, the ice crystals 

can precipitate out and form marine ice, which accretes to the base of the ice shelf. The ice-pump 

mode is typical of cold-regime continental ice shelves with low basal melt rates. 

2.6.3 Basal accretion and melting of ice shelves 
All three circulation modes described above can contribute to ice-shelf basal melting, and 

enhanced basal melting is localized near ice-sheet grounding zones (Depoorter et al., 2013; 

Rignot et al., 2013). However, only the ice-pump mode contributes significantly to accretion 

beneath ice shelves. This mode effectively pumps ice from deeper regions and fills rifts and basal 

crevasses with marine ice (Fricker et al., 2001; Khazendar et al., 2001). The accumulated marine-

ice layer can make up one third of the ice-shelf thickness (Craven et al., 2009). Such thick 

marine-ice layers affect ice-column rheology (Lange and MacAyeal, 1986) and ice-shelf integrity 

by infilling basal crevasses (Glasser et al., 2009). 

The free-convective mode dominates ice-ocean interactions in the relatively warm 

Amundsen and Bellingshausen Sea coasts, while the ice-pump mode dominates in the colder 

Ross and Weddell Sea Embayments. However, for the numerous smaller ice shelves located over 

relatively narrow continental shelves, such as the Dronning Maud Land (DML) coast facing the 

Eastern Weddell Sea, a more complicated picture emerges that is not yet well known. A belt of 

such ice shelves bounded by ice rises extends along a large stretch of coast. Their calving fronts 

reach to the continental slope in many cases. Here, the warm deepwater circulating along the 

shelf break is often only a couple of kilometers away from the calving front, and ice-ocean 

interactions appear to be controlled by a complex superposition of all three circulation modes 

(Hattermann et al., 2012; Pattyn et al., 2012a). Deep ocean heat fluxes and associated melt rates 

near the grounding zones in these environments are controlled by Antarctic slope-front dynamics 

and are highly variable (Chavanne et al., 2010; Årthun et al., 2012; Hattermann et al., 2014). 

The ocean circulation around Antarctica varies over time and space, and changes in large 

scale climatic forcing may cause regime shifts between different circulation modes. For example, 

a recent modeling study showed that reduced sea-ice production in a warming world can lead 

both to a reduction in salinity over the continental shelf and enhanced coupling between wind and 

ocean currents near the shelf break. Such changes would increase the warm-water inflow and 

basal melt of the Ronne-Filchner Ice Shelf, which is currently experiencing relatively little 

melting in the ice-pump mode (Hellmer et al., 2012). 

2.6.4 Impacts of ice rises and rumples on ice shelves and ocean 
Elevated seabed topography and modified ice-shelf shape around ice rises and rumples add more 

complexity to local ice-ocean interactions. Recent un-grounding of an ice rumple near the 

grounding zone of the Pine Island Glacier initiated deepening and widening of the ice-shelf 

cavity around the former rumple, which resulted in a 50% increase in basal melting near the 

grounding zone (Jenkins et al., 2010a). Ocean-model simulations suggest that this is due to 

increased separation between warm inflow and cooled outflow as the ice-bed separation has 

increased (De Rydt et al., 2014). However, processes are complex and the impact of ice rises and 

rumples on ocean circulation are not well known. 
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Ice rises and rumples impede nearby ice-shelf flow and affect the stress within ice 

shelves. The compressive stresses at the upstream margin of an ice rise exert strong buttressing 

forces on the discharge of inland ice (Thomas, 1979; Jezek, 1984; Doake et al., 1998; Horgan and 

Anandakrishnan, 2006; Braun et al., 2009; Borstad et al., 2013). In contrast, the tensile stresses at 

the downstream margin of an ice rise often initiate crevassing and rifting around ice rises and 

rumples (Figs. 1 and 2), which can propagate and destabilize an ice shelf (e.g., Hulbe et al., 2010; 

Humbert and Steinhage, 2011). 

Ice-shelf flow often produces bands of crevasses and rifts visible in satellite imagery 

(Limbert, 1964; Swithinbank, 1977; Smith, 1986; Glasser and Gudmundsson, 2012). Theoretical 

studies suggest that ice-shelf cavities incised upwards into an ice shelf can channelize ice-ocean 

interactions (Gladish et al., 2012; Sergienko, 2013). Indeed, ice rises and rumples in the Larsen C 

Ice Shelf produce bands of marine ice downstream (Holland et al., 2009), which affect stability of 

the ice shelf (Jansen et al., 2013; Kulessa et al., 2014). The overall impact of such structural 

changes, marine-ice accretion and channelized ocean flow remain poorly understood in the 

context of ice-shelf dynamics and the role of ice rises and rumples. 

2.7 Local climate and surface mass balance 
The main source of mass input to an ice rise is local snow accumulation. This implies that local 

surface mass balance (SMB) strongly controls ice-rise evolution. The topographic signature of an 

ice rise on a relatively flat ice shelf impacts the local and regional SMB pattern over ice shelves 

(Lenaerts et al., 2014). However, owing to their small size, individual ice rises are not well 

represented in most atmospheric-circulation models, which hampers modeling of the magnitude 

and spatial patterns of SMB across ice rises and over adjacent ice shelves. 

Two distinct wind systems are in operation in coastal Antarctica. One is the downslope 

katabatic winds from the Antarctic Plateau towards the coast. These follow large-scale 

topography and are thus usually directed from south to north, but slightly deflected to the west by 

the Coriolis effect (Van Lipzig et al., 2004). It results in surface winds prevalently from the 

southeast in Antarctica. The other wind is related to synoptic-scale storms, which transports moist 

air inland (e.g., Gorodetskaya et al., 2013; Lenaerts et al., 2014). As the moist air rises on the 

windward side of ice rises, it condenses resulting in precipitation. The pattern of SMB around an 

ice rise is dominated by orographic precipitation on the upwind side during synoptic storms (Fig. 

2).  

In-situ observations and regional climate models indicate that SMB on the windward side 

of ice rises can be 2–5 times higher than that on the adjacent ice shelf (Fernandoy et al., 2010; 

Lenaerts et al., 2012; Drews et al., 2013). On the downwind side of the ice rise, however, 

downslope flow warms and dries the air adiabatically; here SMB is less than on the ice shelf 

(Lenaerts et al., 2014). Also, anomalously low SMB can occur near the crest, as a result of wind 

erosion (Lenaerts et al., 2014; Drews et al., 2015). SMB patterns are also affected by small 

variations in the wind field and associated drifting snow (King et al., 2004; Lenaerts and van den 

Broeke, 2012). Other topographic effects include (1) horizontal divergence of the wind field on 

the upwind side, (2) strong down-slope acceleration on the downwind side, (3) increased snow 

erosion associated with the high wind speeds, and (4) increased snow sublimation by relatively 

dry air on the downwind side of an ice rise. For example, spatial patterns of SMB observed over 

Lydden Ice Rise in the Brunt Ice Shelf (20
o
W) are reproduced well with a simple airflow model 

coupled to a blowing snow transport parameterization, under the assumption that precipitation 

variations across the ice rise are negligible (King et al., 2004). 
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Observations of SMB over ice rises are complicated by significant spatial variations in the 

near-surface density and vertical strain. First, consider density. Snow density is often assumed to 

be spatially uniform and SMB is assumed to be proportional to observed stake heights. However, 

analysis of shallow (3-m long) firn cores across three ice rises in the Fimbul Ice Shelf indicate 

that variations in surface snow density over an ice rise can exceed 35% (J. Brown and K. 

Matsuoka, unpublished data). This variation results in a discrepancy of calculated SMB from 

stake measurements by up to ~20% when compared with calculations based on the mean of all 

density measurements. Assuming uniform density is also problematic when estimating SMB 

using near-surface radar reflectors (assumed to be isochrones), because the density affects radio-

wave propagation speed and hence the calculation of depth to the reflector. Spatial variations in 

vertical strain are also a concern because they violate the so-called ―shallow-layer 

approximation‖ (i.e. the local layer thickness is proportional to the SMB for the corresponding 

periods (Waddington et al., 2007)). This assumption is often used to derive SMB but it can be 

particularly problematic over ice rises owing to the combination of relatively small ice thickness 

and large SMB (Vaughan et al., 1999; Drews et al., 2015), and basal melting near the grounding 

zone (Catania et al., 2010; Matsuoka et al., 2012). 

3. Impacts of ice rises and rumples on ice-sheet dynamics 
Ice rises and rumples interact with the seabed (Section 2.5), atmosphere (Section 2.7), ocean, and 

ice shelves (Section 2.6.4), and feedbacks with these components can alter the dynamics and 

morphology of ice rises and rumples (Section 2.4). Ultimately, these feedbacks especially those 

within ice shelves cause buttressing, which regulates the grounding-zone position and reduces 

fluxes from the ice sheet (Gagliardini et al., 2010). However, only a few studies have evaluated 

the interplay between ice rises, grounding zones, and evolution of the ice sheet. Prognostic 

modeling studies have so far been limited to synthetic cases. 

Thomas (1973a; 1973b) used measurements of strain rates to calculate the buttressing 

exerted by the MacDonald Ice Rumples in the Brunt Ice Shelf and concluded that the buttressing 

effect is inversely proportional to the distance from the ice rumples. Buttressing from Crary Ice 

Rise reduce the horizontal spreading rates in front of the Mercer and Whillans Ice Streams by 

several orders of magnitude compared with that which would occur without the ice rise (Thomas 

and MacAyeal, 1982). The resistance exerted by Crary Ice Rise accounts for about 50% of the 

buttressing on the Whillans Ice Stream (MacAyeal et al., 1987). Using a finite element model, 

Schmeltz et al. (2001) showed that ice rises reduce the discharge from Pine Island Glacier. 

Similar impacts were found for Bawden and Gipps Ice Rises in the Larsen C Ice Shelf; these two 

small ice rises near the calving front slow the flow of the ice shelf (Borstad et al., 2013). Current 

ice-flow models cannot replicate observed pattern of flow of ice shelves around ice rises and 

rumples that are not charted in the Bedmap2 data but visible in satellite imagery (Fürst et al., 

2015). 

The net effect of an ice rise on the flow of grounded ice depends on the ice rise‘s location 

within an ice shelf. For example, ice rises in a well-protected inlet of the Ronne-Filchner Ice 

Shelf have very small influences (Schmeltz et al., 2001). Similarly, the disappearance of an ice 

rumple from Thwaites Glacier‘s floating ice tongue increased flow speeds at the grounding zone 

on either side of the ice tongue, but the maximum speed of the tongue remained unchanged 

(Rignot, 2008). Furthermore, a model study showed that potential un-grounding of a local 

grounding feature near the front of the slowly-moving eastern part of the Thwaites glacier tongue 

seems to have a little influence on mass-balance projection of the glacier (Joughin et al., 2014). 
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Favier and Pattyn (2015) were the first to model the progression from a promontory-type ice rise 

to an isle-type ice rise as the grounding zone retreats beyond a locally-elevated seabed (a 

seamount). The presence of an ice rise affects the timing of deglaciation by exerting buttressing 

on the ice sheet, but in steady state grounding-zone positions only slightly differ when the 

seamount and associated ice rise are present or absent. They point out that promontory-type ice 

rises are transient features during the deglaciation, whereas isle-type ice rises are more stable. In 

steady state, the ice shelf seaward of the ice rise is much thinner than on the landward side, 

consistent with an observation (Fig. 2). This may explain why many isle-type ice rises limit the 

seaward extent of the ice shelf (Fig. 3). Model experiments by others over glacial-interglacial 

cycles have also demonstrated that ice rises play an important role both in the growth and 

collapse of the ice sheets (Pollard and DeConto, 2009; 2012). Although it is clear that ice rises 

influence the flow of the grounded ice, the controls are complicated, and depend on the shape and 

distribution of ice rises and seamounts. 

Isle-type ice rises and ice rumples play a role in modulating the development of a marine-

ice-sheet instability (MISI). A MISI occurs when the initial thinning and retreat of the grounding 

zone causes thinning and floating of the upstream part of the ice sheet on an inland-deepening 

bed (Weertman, 1974; Schoof, 2007). Goldberg et al. (2009) first examined the influence of a 

local grounding on a seamount, and found that its presence can stabilize MISI-induced 

grounding-zone retreat, and in fact, perhaps reverse the process, resulting in unstable advance. 

Bradley et al. (2015) invoke this process to explain GPS-observed solid Earth deformation in the 

Weddell Sea Embayment (Fig. 6b), concluding that the grounding zone must have retreated 

upstream of Bungenstock Ice Rise during the late Holocene and then subsequently re-advanced to 

its current unstable position following GIA-induced re-grounding of the ice shelf landward of the 

ice rise. Favier et al. (2012) examined the effects of ice-rumple emergence by forcing a model 

with an abrupt decrease in sea level. In this case, the ice shelf grounded on a seamount, producing 

first an ice rumple. The buttressing decreased the ice-shelf speed and the ice-sheet‘s grounding 

zone advanced until it merged with the rumple. Once the ice rumple had been subsumed by 

grounded ice, the grounding zone did not revert back to its original position even if the sea level 

was increased back to the initial value. Despite these advances, models have not yet produced a 

steady configuration where ice rises or rumples exist within ice shelves, except for a recent work 

on a stable isle-type ice rise during deglaciation (Favier and Pattyn, 2015). 

Additional model experiments by Schmeltz et al. (2001) showed that an ephemeral ice 

rumple during low tides has only a small influence on the flow of the ice shelf. The results 

suggest that thickening beyond a critical value (perhaps sufficient to maintain grounding over 

tidal cycles) is necessary to have a significant buttressing. However, conditions for sustained 

grounding are a threshold problem, which is poorly understood. None of the above-mentioned 

model experiments were designed to examine impacts of ice rises and rumples separately. Also, 

the model used here is diagnostic, not transient, which is not fully capable to capture the effects 

of grounding zones. Additional work is needed to understand the details of the impact of ice rises 

and rumples on grounding-zone dynamics. 

4. Records and dynamic roles of ice rises during Holocene 
Ice rises and rumples have impacted on the Holocene deglaciation of Antarctica. The 

glaciological imprints of such changes from ice rumples are advected downstream, but those 

from ice rises remain locally in their thermal structure (Bindschadler et al., 1990) and englacial 

stratigraphy (Conway et al., 1999). Owing to the relatively thin ice (ice thickness H = 220 — 640 
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m; Table 1) and large SMB around the Antarctic coast (b > ~0.1 — 0.3 m/a; Van de Berg et al. 

(2006) and Lenaerts et al. (2014)), the characteristic ice-flow timescale T (= H/b; Cuffey and 

Paterson (2010)) of ice rises is typically several thousand years or shorter. Thus, ice rises can 

potentially retain an imprint of past evolution for several millennia. Furthermore, as most ice 

rises are frozen to their beds (except near the grounding zone), ice near the bed can be much older 

than the several millennia, potentially well beyond the LGM (Mulvaney et al., 2007; Bertler et 

al., 2014; Mulvaney et al., 2014). Glaciological imprints over shorter periods (less than a 

millennium) can also be seen in the shape of satellite-observed flow stripes on the ice shelf. 

These features generated near ice rises and rumples are then advected downstream by flow of the 

ice shelf (Fahnestock et al., 2000) and have been used to infer temporal changes in the relative 

contributions of adjacent ice-flow units downstream of ice rises (Hulbe and Fahnestock, 2007). 

In this section, we first describe the physical mechanisms that generate englacial 

stratigraphy, and how they can be used to constrain evolution of ice rises and their vicinities 

(Section 4.1). We then review current knowledge of Holocene deglaciation in four sectors of 

Antarctica, emphasizing the records and dynamic roles of ice rises (Sections 4.2–4.5). The lesser-

explored regions that constitute half of the Antarctic coast are briefly discussed in Section 4.6. 

4.1 Constraints from englacial stratigraphy 
Dated ice cores from ice rises can be used as dipsticks to extract histories of ice thickness. The 

thickness of an annual layer (in ice equivalent, the derivative of the depth-age relationship) 

depends not only on its initial thickness (the annual SMB, when it was deposited) but also on the 

cumulative vertical strain since it was deposited. Therefore, when the history of SMB can be 

determined independently, the history of ice thickness can be inferred (Waddington et al., 2005).  

Radar-detected englacial stratigraphy (Fig. 2) also provides a powerful constraint on the 

evolution of ice rises. The shapes of the observed reflectors (assumed to be isochrones) are 

replicated using numerical ice-flow models for several hypothetical cases, and comparison to 

observed features is used to judge the likelihood of each case. Histories of ice flow can be 

extended further back in time when the radar reflectors can be dated by tracking them back to an 

ice-core site. 

For ice rises, modeling efforts focus on the near-crest or near-summit region (ice-flow 

divide). The nearly flat surface in the divide vicinity makes the driving (gravitational) stress 

applied to that ice much smaller than that applied to flank ice, and the main stress is the 

longitudinal stress caused by the flank ice tugging on the divide ice. Owing to Glen‘s power flow 

law, ice near the bed within two to three local ice thicknesses from the divide is much stiffer than 

the ice at a corresponding elevation in the flank, which impedes downward flow. This divide-

specific flow characteristic was predicted by Raymond (1983) and is frequently called the 

―Raymond effect‖. When certain conditions (outlined below) are satisfied, the Raymond effect 

often causes divide ice of a given age to be at shallower depths than the flank ice, causing 

―Raymond (upward) arches‖ in the isochronous ice stratigraphy (Figs. 2 and 9a). Raymond et al. 

(1995) first observed local upward radar reflectors beneath the divide of Siple Dome, which can 

be associated with a local low in SMB and/or local flow regime at a divide (i.e. Raymond effect). 

Nereson et al. (1998b) used it to analyze migration of the divide, assuming that it is a proxy of the 

divide position in the past regardless of its cause. Vaughan et al. (1999) demonstrated that these 

causes can be distinguished using a simplified ice-flow model; a persistent local low in SMB 

causes arch amplitudes that increase with depth linearly, while amplitudes of Raymond arches 

increase quadratically with depth. Using this method, upward arches found at 20-80 m depths in 
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Fletcher Promontory were diagnosed as Raymond arches (Vaughan et al., 1999). Conway et al. 

(1999) first analyzed the depth profile of the Raymond-arch amplitudes to determine the onset of 

timing and thinning at Roosevelt Island. 

Raymond arches become distinctly visible in radargrams after one characteristic time 

period T, and reach a steady state after a few T (Martin et al., 2009b). The amplitude of the 

Raymond arches increases from the top to about two thirds of the ice thickness, and decreases 

from there to the bottom of the divide (Fig. 9b). The shape of (the stack of) Raymond arches has 

been used to infer the onset timing of divide flow and ice thickness changes (Conway et al., 1999; 

Martin et al., 2006), divide migration (Nereson and Waddington, 2002), and stochastic variations 

in divide position (Hindmarsh, 1996; Martin et al., 2009b). However, the shape can also be 

modified by (1) the spatial SMB patterns (Nereson et al., 2000; Nereson and Waddington, 2002; 

Drews et al., 2013; 2015), (2) the temperature profile through the ice column and geothermal flux 

(Hvidberg, 1996; Nereson and Waddington, 2002), (3) variations in ice rheology (Martin et al., 

2006; Pettit et al., 2007; 2011) and (4) basal sliding (Pettit et al., 2003; Martin et al., 2009b). In 

fact, Raymond arches will not form under conditions of strong basal sliding (Pettit et al., 2003), 

but vertically-oriented alignments of ice crystals should increase the arch amplitude (Pettit et al., 

2007; Martin and Gudmundsson, 2012). 

R.C.A. Hindmarsh and G.H. Gudmundsson observed radar-detected complex arches in 

the bottom one third of the ice beneath the divides of Fletcher Promontory and Kealey Ice Rise 

during the 2005-6 Antarctic field season. The stratigraphy includes a combination of two 

anticlines; one is like Raymond arches, and the other is a downward curving fold (syncline) in the 

central part (Fig. 9a). Also, the tail of the larger Raymond arches often shows small flanking 

synclines (Fig. 1 in Hindmarsh et al., 2011). Parrenin and Hindmarsh (2007) demonstrated that 

flanking synclines can arise as a consequence of sharp horizontal changes in the ice viscosity. 

Martin et al. (2009a) argued that these synclines in the central and flank parts of the Raymond 

arches can form as a result of the development of crystal alignments under stress configurations 

unique to the divide (i.e. Raymond effect), so hereafter we call this stratigraphy ―double-peaked 

Raymond arches‖. Martin et al. (2009a) also showed that the development of crystal alignments 

could also explain the concave shoulders observed in the surface topography near some divides, 

which are visible as two near-parallel lineations in satellite imagery (Fig. 5; Goodwin and 

Vaughan, 1995). It takes at least 1T to develop concave shoulders and 2T to develop the double-

peaked Raymond arches (Martin et al., 2009a). The different time scales might explain why near-

parallel satellite lineations are visible on Korff Ice Rise (Fig. 5a) but radar-detected stratigraphy 

shows single-peaked Raymond arches (J. Kingslake, unpublished data). 

Many Raymond arches in ice rises have not fully responded to Holocene deglaciation, 

because a steady state is reached progressively later at greater depths, and thus the entire stack of 

the Raymond arches reaches steady state only after ~10T in anisotropic ice (Martin et al., 2009a). 

Where the Raymond arches have not yet reached steady state, their shape is affected by the 

evolution of the ice mass (Nereson et al., 1998a; 1998b; Nereson and Raymond, 2001). The 

interpretation of histories of ice dynamics from the shape of the Raymond arches is not always 

unequivocal. Ambiguities come from uncertainties in the flow law (i.e., Glen's Index, Drews et 

al., 2015), the evolution of alignments of ice crystals (Martin and Gudmundsson, 2012), and 

SMB history (Waddington et al., 2005). 

Vertical velocities in ice rises have been measured directly using phase-sensitive radar 

(Gillet-Chaulet et al., 2011; Kingslake et al., 2014) or borehole strain measurements (Pettit et al., 
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2011), which allows one to constrain Glen‘s Index and assess the evolution of the ice rises more 

reliably from the shape of the Raymond arches. Nevertheless, Glen‘s Index changes with time, as 

the crystal alignments change. The Law Dome ice core shows that ice-crystal alignments can be 

variable even in the dome of the ice rise (Wang et al., 2002). 

Raymond arches have been found at all ice rises investigated so far, except for Conway 

Ice Ridge in the Ross Sea Embayment (see Section 4.2). Therefore, although Raymond arches are 

relatively common on ice rises, they have not been observed beneath the continental divides of 

the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Neumann et al., 2008; Fujita et al., 2012). This absence may be explained 

by a combination of long characteristic time (10-20 ka for West Antarctica and more than 100 ka 

for East Antarctica), basal melting owing to small SMB and thick ice (Pattyn, 2010), and possible 

divide migration during the Holocene beyond the lateral range of the Raymond effect, which is 

only a small fraction (1-2 %) of the flowline from the divide to the coast. In contrast, on ice rises, 

a combination of thin ice and large SMB keep the bed frozen, creating a significant Raymond 

effect over a relatively long range (10–15% of their flow line). Also, characteristic times are at 

least one order of magnitude shorter than the continental divides. These conditions make the 

Raymond arches in ice rises more persistent and useable in constraining regional evolution. 

4.2 Ross Sea 
Onshore and offshore studies show that an expanded, grounded ice sheet occupied the Ross Sea 

during the LGM, which raises the question: did the Ross Embayment have ice rises during the 

LGM? On the western continental shelf, north of Ross Island, troughs between four prominent 

banks (Ross, Pennell, Crary, and Mawson; Fig. 6a) show evidence of mega-scale glacial 

lineations, grooves, and grounding zone wedges, but relatively few glacial geological features 

occur on the banks themselves. One explanation is that these banks supported ice rises that were 

frozen to the bed (Shipp et al., 1999). It is thought that there were ice rises during an early retreat 

of the ice sheet but that the ice rises disintegrated when the Ross Ice Shelf retreated farther south 

in the early Holocene (Anderson et al., 2014). Early glaciological reconstructions (Hughes, 1973; 

Thomas, 1973b; Whillans, 1973; Thomas, 1979) recognized the possibility of such pinning points 

and their effect on stabilizing (or destabilizing) the expanded ice sheet. 

Numerous ice rises (including inter-ice-stream ridges) and ice rumples also exist in the 

Ross Ice Shelf today (Fig. 3). Roosevelt Island, which is near the present ice-shelf calving front 

in the eastern Ross Embayment, provides a strong constraint on the deglaciation history of the 

region. Depth profiles of radar-detected Raymond arches indicate that divide flow started 3 ka 

BP, with the implication that the grounding line retreated past Roosevelt Island at this time 

(Conway et al., 1999; Martin et al., 2006). Preliminary results from a full-depth ice core drilled 

on the divide by the RICE consortium indicate a continuous record extending back 30–40 ka BP 

(Bertler et al., 2014). 

Siple Dome, an inter-stream ridge between Kamb and Bindschadler Ice Streams in the 

central Ross Embayment, has been the site of extensive glaciological investigations, including a 

1004-m-long ice core to the bed (Taylor et al., 2004). Depth profiles of age (Brook et al., 2005) 

and borehole temperature (MacGregor et al., 2007) have been used to infer thinning of ~350 m 

about 14–15 ka BP (Price et al., 2007). The shape of radar-detected stratigraphy across the dome 

shows that divide flow started 3 ka BP, and the divide started migrating northward 2.5 ka BP, 

likely because of relative changes in the activity of the bounding ice streams (Nereson and 

Raymond, 2001). Raymond arches in nearby Engelhardt and Shabtaie Ice Ridges have also been 

migrating northward over the past few thousand years; the implication is that the surface 
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elevation of ice streams to the south have been decreasing during this period (Nereson and 

Raymond, 2001). In contrast, radar surveys across Conway Ice Ridge between Mercer and 

Whillans Ice Streams do not show evidence of Raymond arches. Rather, the englacial 

stratigraphy is highly disturbed and folded, suggesting that the ice ridge has been over-run by fast 

moving ice in the recent past (Conway et al., 2005). 

Unlike Siple Dome, Crary and Steershead Ice Rises are not relicts of the expanded LGM 

ice sheet, but instead they have emerged within the last millennium owing to increased discharge 

from Kamb and Whillans Ice Streams (MacAyeal et al., 1987; Bindschadler, 1993). Evidence 

from cooling trends measured in two boreholes on Crary Ice Rise have been used to estimate that 

grounding occurred ~1.1 ka BP at one site and 580 years ago at the other site (Bindschadler et al., 

1989; 1990). Flow stripes preserved in the Ross Ice Shelf contain a rich history of interactions 

between ice stream, ice shelf, and ice rise over the past millennium (the time it takes for shelf ice 

to transit to the ocean). Numerical modeling shows (i) grounding of Crary Ice Rise ~1 ka BP, 

followed by stagnation of Whillans Ice Stream 150 years later and recommencement of streaming 

flow ~450 years ago; (ii) grounding of Steershead Ice Rise ~200 years ago followed by 

stagnation of Kamb Ice Stream ~50 years later (Hulbe and Fahnestock, 2007; Catania et al., 

2012). This rich history of interactions between ice rise evolution and slow-downs of nearby ice 

streams has the potential to elucidate controlling processes near grounding zones.  

4.3 Weddell Sea 
Offshore studies show that the Weddell Sea Embayment had a thin cover of grounded ice during 

the LGM, sloping very gently from the interior to the margin at the continental shelf break when 

it had its maximum extent (Hillenbrand et al., 2013). Marine-sediment records and cosmogenic 

isotope dating of outcrops (Bentley et al., 2010) show similar timings of ice-sheet retreat (~15 ka 

BP). This embayment has far fewer outcrops suitable for geological surveys than the Ross Sea 

Embayment, and offshore surveys in the Weddell Sea are often restricted by unfavorable sea-ice 

conditions. Glaciological imprints on ice rises therefore provide important information about 

Holocene deglaciation of the region. 

Today, the Weddell Sea Embayment contains a diverse population of ice rises (Figs. 1, 3, 

6b). Berkner Island, Korff and Henry Ice Rises are surrounded entirely by the Ronne-Filchner Ice 

Shelf. Fowler Peninsula, Fletcher Promontory, and Skytrain and Bungenstock Ice Rises are inter-

ice-stream ridges constituting part of the continental grounding zone, whereas Kealey Ice Rise is 

an inter-ice-stream ridge adjacent to tributaries of ice streams, located landward of the grounding 

zone. Radar surveys have been carried out on Berkner Island, Fletcher Promontory (Vaughan et 

al., 1999; Martin et al., 2009a; Kingslake et al., 2014), Kealey Ice Rise (Martin et al., 2014), 

Bungenstock Ice Rise (Siegert et al., 2013), Fowler Peninsula, and Korff, Skytrain, and Henry Ice 

Rises (J. Kingslake, unpublished data). Raymond arches in the radar stratigraphy have been 

analyzed at Berkner Island (Hindmarsh et al., 2011), Fletcher Promontory (Vaughan et al., 1999; 

Hindmarsh et al., 2011), and Kealey Ice Rise (Martin et al., 2014). Initial analyses show no clear 

evidence of Raymond arches in Henry Ice Rise, and Korff Ice Rise (Fig. 5a) is unique in that 

near-parallel lineations near the crest are visible in satellite images, but radar-detected 

stratigraphy shows single-peaked (rather than double-peaked) Raymond arches (J. Kingslake, 

unpublished data). 

Deep ice cores have been drilled at Berkner Island (948-m long to the bed; Mulvaney et 

al. (2007)) and Fletcher Promontory (654-m long to the bed; Mulvaney et al. (2014)). The 

Berkner Island core suggests that the basal ice may be older than 120 ka and that the LGM-
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Holocene transition is 300–350 m above the bed (Mulvaney et al., 2007). Berkner Island has 

probably been persistent, constituting an independent flow divide during the LGM, though it 

remains unknown whether Berkner Island was an isle- or promontory-type ice rise. Initial 

analysis of the ice core from Fletcher Promontory also suggests that it will provide a similarly 

detailed record extending back at least 100 ka BP (Mulvaney et al., 2014). These two ice cores 

show that long histories of climate and ice dynamics can be preserved in ice rises. 

Radar stratigraphy collected on Berkner Island, Fletcher Promontory and Kealey Ice Rise 

all suggest divide positions unchanged over an extended period. Kealey Ice Rise has double-

peaked Raymond arches and corresponding near-parallel satellite lineations, which suggest that 

the divide position has been stable over the past 3 ka, although more recent reorganization of 

flow in the last century cannot be excluded (Martin et al., 2014). Berkner Island and Fletcher 

Promontory flow centers are triple junctions of ice crests (Hindmarsh et al., 2011). Analysis of a 

radar survey across the Berkner Island triple junction shows one strong Raymond arch that has 

been in steady state since it started forming ~4 ka BP but arches on the other ridge are muted. 

The survey across the Fletcher Promontory triple junction shows a clear set of arches that suggest 

the summit occupied this position ~5 ka BP, and has been thinning with a mean rate of 0.1 m/a. 

In addition, a set of well-developed, double-peaked Raymond arches exists about 3 km from the 

current summit of Fletcher Promontory. It is likely that the arches formed owing to development 

of ice-crystal alignment, but the location and shape of the arches is not completely explained by 

current understanding of the physics and timescales of processes (Hindmarsh et al., 2011). 

In contrast, Bungenstock Ice Rise has experienced significant changes in its flow regime 

over the late Holocene (Siegert et al., 2013). Radar-detected stratigraphy shows surface 

conformable, undisrupted layering in the upper half of the ice column, but highly deformed and 

buckled layering in the lower half. The stratigraphic sequence suggests that the older ice was 

deposited upstream of the present-day ice rise and was deformed by enhanced flow, while the 

younger undisrupted layers were deposited after the ice rise grounded (Siegert et al., 2013). 

Bungenstock Ice Rise could have developed either as a promontory-type ice rise during the 

grounding-zone retreat, or initially as an emergent isle-type ice rise before transitioning to a 

promontory type as the grounding zone advanced further. Bradley et al. (2015) present GIA data 

and modeling results that support the grounding zone re-advance hypothesis. 

4.4 Antarctic Peninsula and Amundsen Sea 
The Antarctic Peninsula and Amundsen Sea regions have been undergoing deglaciation since the 

LGM, generally from outer-to-inner regions and north-to-south (Heroy and Anderson, 2007). 

Numerous ice rises in this region presumably have strong controls on the regional deglaciation 

pattern. In recent decades, glaciers and ice shelves around the Antarctic Peninsula and along the 

Bellingshausen Sea Coast (bounded by the Antarctic Peninsula and Pine Island Bay) are changing 

rapidly (Vaughan et al., 2003; Thomas et al., 2008), with several shelves in the Antarctic 

Peninsula collapsing or thinning in response to atmospheric warming (Cook and Vaughan, 2010) 

or thinning due to basal melting (Pritchard et al., 2012). 

Satellite imagery shows two near-parallel lineations (similar to those shown in Fig. 5) 

near the crest of 23 ice rises in this region (Fig. 10). Modest ice thickness (population statistics H 

≈ 490 ± 200 m; Fretwell et al., (2013)) and very high SMB (b ≈ 0.92 ± 0.48 m/a water equivalent; 

Arthern et al. (2006) and van den Broeke et al. (2006)) indicate that the characteristic time scales 

T are less than 500 years for 12 ice rises and 500–1000 years for six ice rises. The short 
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characteristic times and their proximity to the coast make them sensitive indicators of recent 

climate- and ocean-driven dynamic change.  

Detailed ground-based radar surveys have been conducted over four ice rises: Adelaide 

Island (or Fuchs Piedmont, Martin et al., 2009a; Kingslake et al., 2014), King George Island 

(Blindow et al., 2010), Latady Island, and Monteverdi Peninsula (H. Pritchard, unpublished data). 

Also, airborne radar surveys were flown during the British Antarctic Survey‘s GRADES-IMAGE 

project on two other ice rises. King George Island has single-peaked Raymond arches, while all 

the other five ice rises have well-developed, double-peaked Raymond arches (Fig. 9). The time 

scale for formation of double-peaked arches is 2T or longer (Martin et al., 2009a). An implication 

is that conditions at these sites have been largely unchanging at least for several centuries. 

Furthermore, any change in the dynamics must have been very recent because more sustained 

change would remove the architecture of the Raymond arches. 

Raymond arches detected on Adelaide Island are offset from the current topographic 

divide (Martin et al., 2009a). Ice-flow modeling shows that this offset is unlikely to be a steady-

state asymmetry caused by sloping bed or a gradient in SMB. Instead, it is likely to have been 

caused by a recent and anomalous change in ice flux across one of the margins of the island, but 

the change is too recent to have removed the existing architecture or to have caused a new stack 

of arches to form beneath the current divide position. The response time of divide location to a 

flux perturbation at the margin is ~T/16 (Hindmarsh, 1996), which is ~25 years in this case. 

Additional work is needed to constrain the timing of changes more accurately and to investigate 

signals of changes across other divides in this region.  

4.5 Dronning Maud Land 
Glacial-interglacial variations of the ice-sheet margin in Dronning Maud Land (DML; 20 W - 

45E) are probably smaller than most other regions owing to its close proximity to the 

continental-shelf break (Mackintosh et al., 2013). Currently the DML coast consists of 1500-km 

of ice shelves, fed by outlet glaciers and punctuated by numerous ice rises (Fig. 3). Most ice 

shelves extend less than 100 km from the grounding zone to the calving front, which is close to or 

even beyond the continental-shelf break (Arndt et al., 2013). The area of ice shelves in this region 

decreased by 6.8% between 1963 and 1997, mostly in regions without ice rises and rumples near 

the calving front (Kim et al., 2001). This observation supports the hypothesis that ice rises 

generally stabilize ice shelves. 

So far only seven of ~30 inventoried ice rises in DML have been investigated. These are 

Søråsen Ridge (10 W; A. Winter and D. Steinhage, pers. comm.), Halvfarryggen Ridge (7 W; 

Drews et al. (2013)), three ice rises near the Fimbul Ice Shelf (Blåskimen Island, Kupol 

Moskovskij, and Kupol Ciolkovskogo; Norwegian Antarctic Research Expeditions), an unnamed 

ice rise at 24 E (Matsuoka et al., 2012; Pattyn et al., 2012a), and Derwael Ice Rise (26 E; Drews 

et al. (2015)) both in the Roi Baudouin Ice Shelf. In addition, field and remote-sensing studies are 

ongoing at ice rumples in the Roi Baudouin Ice Shelf (Belgian Antarctic Research Expeditions). 

Many ice rises in DML have topographic ridges roughly perpendicular to the prevailing wind 

direction, so their influence on the regional pattern of SMB is strong (Lenaerts et al., 2014). 

All seven ice rises have distinct Raymond arches, except for an unnamed ice rise at 24 E, 

which nevertheless has distinct arches beneath its crest but the undulated bed there prevents 

conclusive interpretation of its cause. Halvfarryggen Ridge has double-peaked Raymond arches 

(Fig. 9), and corresponding near-parallel lineations are visible in satellite imagery (Fig. 5b). 
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Model results indicate that the divide position has been steady for at least 2.7–4.5 ka, a time 

period necessary to generate these features with anisotropic ice flow (Drews et al., 2013). Seismic 

reflections from within the ice rise indicate developed alignments of ice crystals (Hofstede et al., 

2013). Radar data collected at three ice rises in the Fimbul Ice Shelf (Fig. 2) are being examined 

in terms of temporal changes in SMB patterns and differential variations of ice-shelf thicknesses 

adjacent to the ice rises. 

Derwael Ice Rise deflects ice-shelf flow fed by West Ragnhild Glacier, one of the three 

largest glaciers in DML (Callens et al., 2014). The amplitudes of the observed Raymond arches 

fit best with models when it is assumed that the ice rise has been in a steady state or thinned 

slightly (~3 cm/a) over the past ~3.4 ka (Drews et al., 2015). The 120-m-long ice core drilled at 

the summit by the Belgian Antarctic Research Expeditions will constrain a climate record for the 

past century. 

4.6 Other less-studied regions 
The four regions described above constitute only about half of the Antarctic coast, and ice rises 

and rumples in the other half remain largely unexplored. Here, we review our knowledge of this 

unexplored region, moving eastward from DML. 

There are fewer ice rises in Enderby Land (~50E), Wilhelm II Land (~90E), and 

Wilkes Land (~120E) than in the above-mentioned regions, though there are many ice rumples 

in Wilheim II Land and Wilkes Land (Fig. 3). Here, ice-shelf extent is smaller than other regions 

in Antarctica, which partly explains the smaller population of isle-type ice rises. Only Mill Island 

(101 E) at the calving front of the Shackleton Ice Shelf and Law Dome (113 E) have been 

studied in these sectors. Inverse modeling using a 120-m-long borehole temperature profile 

acquired on Mill Island indicates surface temperature warming of 0.37 K per decade over the 

past 30 years (Roberts et al., 2013). The warming is attributed to changes in climate. The calving-

front positions of many ice shelves in Wilkes Land, including Mill Island, changed 

synchronously, which suggests climate forcing (Miles et al., 2013). Law Dome is a promontory-

type ice rise with an independent flow center, and the saddle between this and the main ice sheet 

is the source of the Totten and Vanderford Glaciers. A full-depth (1196-m long) ice core was 

drilled near the summit of Law Dome and its high-resolution records have been used to determine 

past climate changes (e.g., Van Ommen et al., 2004). The stable isotope record near the bed 

indicates that Law Dome was not overridden by inland ice sheet during the LGM (Morgan et al., 

1997).  Geological evidence and GIA models suggest that Law Dome extended at least to the 

middle of the continental shelf, and probably to near the shelf break, 40–65 km away from the 

current ice margin, during the LGM and the adjacent ice sheet was a few hundred meters thicker 

than present (Goodwin and Zweck, 2000). The ice-core-derived SMB during the LGM was about 

one tenth of the present-day value, but this increased to the present-day value ~7 ka ago (Van 

Ommen et al., 2004). Published radargrams over the summit vicinity (Hamley et al., 1986) do not 

show Raymond arches, but the currently-available evidence is inadequate to confidently conclude 

their absence. 

The Sulzberger Ice Shelf (150 E), east of the Ross Sea, has numerous ice rises and 

rumples (Fig. 3), but none have yet been studied. Upstream of this region (Marie Byrd Land) 

there are numerous rock outcrops that have been used to constrain ice extent during the LGM and 

the timing of Holocene deglaciation (Stone et al., 2003). Interpretations of such geological 

records in a regional perspective are subject to how far these ice rises affect the upstream region.  
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Some ice rises and rumples exist in Coats Land (~30 W) between the Ronne-Filchner Ice 

Shelf and DML. A much smaller ice-rise population in this region is distinct from the 

neighboring DML, even though they have similar ice-shelf extents and proximities of the calving 

front to the continental-shelf break. McDonald Ice Rumples (26 W) in the Brunt Ice Shelf were 

first investigated by Limbert (1964) and Thomas (1971). They surveyed strain nets to determine 

the effect of the ice rumples on the flow of the ice shelf (Section 3). 

5. Remaining challenges 
Current understanding of ice rises and rumples is not sufficient to establish details of how they 

contribute to the dynamics and evolution of the Antarctic Ice Sheet. Below we list (not 

necessarily in order of importance) gaps in our understanding. 

5.1 Net impact to ice-sheet and grounding-zone stability 
Apart from the largest ice rises such as Roosevelt Island and Berkner Island, most ice rises and 

rumples are smaller than the grid size of continent-scale ice-sheet models (Table 1). Thus, their 

roles are only approximately evaluated in the context of continental or regional evolution. 

Although a prognostic model with sophisticated mechanics has been used to study stability 

effects (Favier et al., 2012), large-scale models using simpler mechanics (shallow-shelf 

approximations) are unlikely to be able to resolve the horizontal shear around small nascent ice 

rises. Further studies are needed to understand the consequences of the stabilizing effects of a 

grounded feature for regional ice-sheet/shelf evolution. 

To resolve the dynamical effects of small features, model-grid size matters (e.g., Durand 

et al., 2009; Gladstone et al., 2012; Pattyn et al., 2012b). Studies using full-stress models with 

sub-grid resolution (2.5 km x 50 m) have shown that small-scale ice rises and rumples exert 

strong control on grounding-zone dynamics (e.g., Goldberg et al., 2009; Favier et al., 2012). To 

overcome the problem of scale and fully evaluate buttressing effects, others have started to 

include Schoof-type parameterizations of grounding-zone dynamics (Schoof, 2007; Schoof and 

Hindmarsh, 2010) in large-scale models as a means to better replicate observations (Gladstone et 

al., 2010; Pollard and DeConto, 2012). However, more observational data, including high-

resolution bathymetry (Section 5.4) and terrestrial geological records from inland sites, are 

needed to further validate and develop both high-resolution numerical models and 

parameterizations of the effects of small-scale pinning points on grounding-zone dynamics. 

Even less researched are possible destabilizing effects from ice rises and rumples (Section 

2.6.4). The formation of tensile zones around ice rises and rumples (Fig. 2) reduces the drag they 

exert on the ice shelf. Moreover, weakening of shelves by crevassing likely increases calving, 

reducing the extent of the shelf and potentially reducing buttressing effects (Hulbe et al., 2010; 

Favier and Pattyn, 2015). Overall, it remains unclear whether the presence of ice rises can 

destabilize an ice shelf and grounding zone, and if so, what is the combination of conditions (e.g. 

location and distribution of ice rises, ice thickness, sea level) that might contribute to the 

destabilization? 

5.2 Interactions with ocean and sea ice 
Ocean circulation and basal melting of ice shelves may influence the presence, position, and 

shape of present-day ice rises, as well as their possible un-grounding in the future. The rapid 

retreat of Thwaites and Pine Island Glaciers was initiated by un-grounding of the ice shelf from 

an ice rumple near the grounding zone. Basal melting may have contributed to the un-grounding 
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of Thwaites (Jenkins et al., 2010a; Tinto and Bell, 2011). Similar un-grounding likely happens 

elsewhere, but it remains unclear whether the presence of an ice rise or rumple would enhance or 

reduce basal melt by itself. Possible high melt may also influence ocean circulation, in addition to 

the effect of an elevated seabed around ice rises and rumples. 

Coastal sea-ice distributions are affected by ice-shelf geometry and the presence of ice 

rises near the calving front (e.g., Tamura et al., 2008). The wind field modified by these obstacles 

often produces coastal polynyas to their west, and multi-year land-fast sea ice to their east (e.g., 

Massom et al., 2010). The former can increase sea-ice production, but such small changes are 

difficult to detect using satellite data. Also, it remains unknown how a polynya‘s persistent 

presence and proximity to an ice shelf affects the production of continental-shelf water and the 

local ocean circulation and basal melting around nearby ice rises. 

5.3 Equilibrium states and transitions between ice rises and rumples 
We do not yet have sufficient knowledge of the geometries (e.g., ice draft, bathymetry) that allow 

ice rises, rumples, or non-grounded ice to exist in an equilibrium state (i.e., phase diagrams). Nor 

do we know details of how ice rises and rumples evolve. For example, what conditions can cause 

an ice rumple to transition to an ice rise, and what conditions can cause the transition from an ice 

rise to an ice rumple and/or to an ice shelf. Recent studies have suggested that ice rumples near 

Bungenstock Ice Rise (Fig. 1) may be decaying (Brunt et al., 2011) or growing (Bradley et al., 

2015). Ongoing studies are needed to resolve these apparent inconsistencies. 

Although the existence of many ice rises and rumples today suggests that they may be 

relatively stable features, numerical-model evidence is inadequate to show their stability. An 

elevated seabed is a necessary condition, but neither bed elevation nor ice thickness is sufficient 

to distinguish between ice rises and rumples (Table 1, Fig. 4). Further, the apparent hysteresis 

evident in the modeled evolution of ice rumples (Favier et al., 2012) suggests that non-linear 

interactions are important. 

5.4 Bed topography and geology 
Bathymetry on the continental shelves, especially beneath the ice shelves, is not sufficient to 

resolve small-scale seamounts that could be potential seeding sites for ice rises and rumples. 

Similarly, potential locations of ice rises and rumples during glacial periods are not resolved, 

which is consequential for the reconstruction of the expanded ice sheet during glacial periods. In 

order to determine whether the ice grounded there, past water depths need to be accurately 

modeled, and this necessitates the use of a coupled ice sheet-GIA model (Gomez et al., 2013; de 

Boer et al., 2014). 

Many ice rises and rumples exist close to each other (Fig. 1). Does this mean that the 

conditions favorable to one are also favorable to the other, or does the presence of one produce 

favorable conditions for the other? Bed topography and relative positions of ice rises and rumples 

affect possible interactions within such clusters, which are difficult to investigate because of 

poorly resolved bathymetry. Similarly, do disappearing ice rises result in multiple, smaller 

grounded features that interact with each other and cause as-yet-undocumented complications? 

For example, many promontory-type ice rises have a local ice dome on the seaward side and a 

saddle towards the ice sheet. An ice rise at 24 E in DML has an elevated bed under the ice dome 

and a lowered bed under the saddle (Matsuoka et al., 2012; K. Matsuoka and F. Pattyn, 

unpublished data). When deglaciation occurs, this feature may separate into an isle-type ice rise 
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seaward of a smaller promontory-type ice rise (Favier and Pattyn, 2015). A pair of such (possibly 

separated) ice rises is located at 16 E in DML. 

The evolution of ice rises has been examined using radar-detected englacial stratigraphy 

and ice-flow models. For such modeling, radar-measured bed topography is available only 

beneath the grounded ice. Realistic bathymetry around the grounded ice is also needed to 

adequately model the grounding-zone position. Similarly, prognostic modeling of ice rises 

requires knowledge of the bed topography over the expanded extent of the ice rise. To determine 

bathymetry that can delineate seeding sites for ice rises and possible grounding-zone positions, 

vibroseismic measurements under ice shelves (Eisen et al., 2014) and multi-beam sonar 

soundings are necessary. Geological knowledge is also obtainable with these methods, and it is 

needed to evaluate basal stresses of the grounded features, especially when the ice-bed interface 

is nearly thawed, which likely happens during the initial and terminal stages of an ice rise. It can 

also shed light on the seabed geology in areas that are otherwise more difficult to reach. 

5.5 Ice core science: paleo-climate and chronology for ice-rise 
evolution 
Stable ice rises are ideal sites to drill ice cores. The large SMB permits the retrieval of high-

resolution temporal records over the past millennia. The International Partnership of Ice Core 

Science (IPICS) proposed ice cores that cover the past 2 ka and the entire LGM-Holocene 

transition and beyond (40-ka initiative). The relatively short characteristic times (Fig. 10) limit 

the range of the period covered by an ice-rise core, but most large ice rises are potential sites for 

the IPICS 2-ka initiative, and several are suitable for the IPICS 40-ka initiative (Mulvaney et al., 

2007; Bertler et al., 2014; Mulvaney et al., 2014). Dense arrays of high temporal-resolution cores 

are needed to examine the spatial and temporal variability of atmospheric dynamics such as the 

El Nino-Southern Oscillation (e.g., Naik et al., 2010). The proximity of ice rises to the ocean 

makes them sensitive to regional climate and ocean variability. 

 Ice cores can help constrain the evolution of ice rises. For example, air trapped in bubbles 

in the ice can reveal histories of surface elevations and whether the ice rise is long-term emergent 

over a glacial-interglacial cycle. In addition, age-depth profiles from ice cores can be used to date 

radar-detected stratigraphy, which helps constrain the histories of climate and ice dynamics 

(Waddington et al., 2005). 

5.6 Integrated science of inter-connected elements in Antarctica 
Understanding the past, present and future of the Antarctic Ice Sheet requires a complete 

description of both the interior and coastal systems. The coastal system involves non-linear 

interactions between ice, ocean and the atmosphere. Although understanding of these interactions 

is improving, challenges still remain. A major challenge is that, although ice rises and rumples 

are small, their contributions to grounding-zone stability (instability) can be large. Because 

ephemerally-grounded features provide little buttressing (Schmeltz et al., 2001), evolution of ice 

rises and rumples may have threshold-like impacts on ice-sheet dynamics as the shelf ice grounds 

and un-grounds. Uneven distribution of ice rises and rumples around Antarctica lead to different 

regional characteristics. We do not know how much individual Antarctic regions contributed to 

rapid pulses of sea-level rise, such as MWP1a (Bentley et al., 2010; 2014; Weber et al., 2014). 

Exploring ice rises is a viable way to address the Holocene behavior of the ice sheet at a high 

temporal resolution. To decipher the evolution of the Antarctic Ice Sheet, we first need to 

describe the system science in the coastal region.  
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Appendix: Inventory of ice rises and rumples 
The inventory is based on available grounding-zone products and some additional visual 

interpretation of satellite imagery. Beginning with the island polygons of the MODIS Mosaic of 

Antarctica (MOA) 2003-2004 product (Haran et al., 2005; Scambos et al., 2007), we extracted all 

island polygons that were contained within an ice shelf, assuming that they represent ice rises or 

rumples. We then updated this dataset using the new MOA 2009 product as well as independent 

grounding-zone points from SAR interferometry (Rignot et al., 2011) and ICESat altimetry 

(Fricker et al., 2009; Brunt et al., 2010). This preliminary inventory was then manually edited and 

updated based on visual interpretation of the two MOA image mosaics, the high-resolution 

Landsat Image Mosaic of Antarctica (LIMA) (Bindschadler et al., 2008), and the IPY-

MEaSUREs Antarctica velocity map (Rignot et al., 2011). We also digitized polygons around the 

most prominent ice ridges and domes within the continental grounding zone. 

The grounded features fall into four groups. The first group is identified by clearly 

elevated features that are very likely isle-type ice rises surrounded by ice shelves and is labeled 

‗identifier 1‘ in the inventory and Table 1. The second group is identified by prominent ice ridges 

and domes connected to the inland ice sheet (promontory-type ice rises, ‗identifier 2‘). Their 

landward extent is often hard to discern. We do not use a clear criterion to include or not such 

features in this inventory; the inventoried features are samples that either have been investigated 

or could be interesting research targets. The third group is identified by less-prominent grounded 

isles that show more diffuse, dynamic characteristics. Such features include ice rumples 

(‗identifier 3‘). The fourth group is similar to the first group but features have outcropping 

bedrock or sediments (Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research, 2012) within the grounded 

features (‗identifier 4‘).  

Attributes of individual features are provided in the inventory and associated population 

statistics are presented in Table 1 and Fig. 4, which are discussed in Section 2.4. These attributes 

include: maximum, minimum and mean values of bed elevations and ice-surface elevations, 

maximum ice thickness, mean ice-surface slope, relative height of the highest place (summit) of 

the feature measured from the adjacent ice shelf or stream surface (all data are from the Bedmap2 

dataset (Fretwell et al., 2013)), and mean ice-flow speed (Rignot et al., 2011). These datasets 

have grid sizes of 1 km, so may include large errors associated with the spatial extent of the 

grounded features. Elevations are referenced to the GL04C geoid, which is used for the Bedmap2 

dataset (Fretwell et al., 2013). 
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This inventory is aimed to provide an approximate picture of their continent-wide 

distribution and overall characteristics; there are likely many undetected features. The inventory 

is provided through a data center at the Norwegian Polar Institute: 

data.npolar.no/dataset/9174e644-3540-44e8-b00b-c629acbf1339. We provide this inventory in a 

shape file format with an associated GIS style file that enable use of the inventory as part of free-

GIS data package ―Quantarctica‖ downloadable at www.quantarctica.org. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Types and characteristics of ice rises and rumples. For rows of area and below, the first 

number in each cell shows the median value, and two numbers in parentheses indicate the first 

and third quarter values. 

 Ice rises (isles) Ice rises 

(promontory)
*1

 

Ice rumples Elevated 

features 

with outcrops 

Identifier in the 

inventory 

1 2 3 4 

Number 103 67 510 24 

Total area (km
2
) 1.18 x 10

5
 2.07 x 10

5
 8.52 x 10

3
 1.88 x 10

3
 

Area (km
2
) 

151 

(30, 560) 

951 

(398, 3202) 

3.2 

(1.2, 8.5) 

16.0 

(5.3, 91.2) 

Longest axis 

length (km)
*2

 

13.9 

(6.7, 26.0) 

35.9 

(24.7, 63.7) 

1.2 

(0.4, 3.2) 

3.4 

(1.4, 12.2) 

orthogonal axis 

length (km)
*2

 

3.0 

(0, 6.1) 

5.1 

(0, 12.3) 

0 

(0, 0) 

0.98 

(0, 1.6) 

Aspect ratio 
0.17 

(0, 0.28) 

0.18 

(0, 0.33) 

0 

(0, 0) 

0.26 

(0, 0.34) 

Maximum height 

(m)
*3

 

168 

(56, 361) 

553 

(400, 659) 

51 

(36, 70) 

55 

(25, 128) 

Maximum relative 

height from the 

adjacent ice (m)
*3

 

120 

(13, 306) 

501 

(334, 608) 

2 

(1, 6) 

16 

(8, 80) 

Mean slope 

(degrees)
*3

 

0.69 

(0.14, 1.35) 

1.26 

(0.97, 1.66) 

0.11 

(0.07, 0.16) 

0.27 

(0.12, 0.97) 

Maximum ice 

thickness (m)
*3

 

292 

(219, 375) 

433 

(357, 643) 

372 

(253, 527) 

58 

(31, 137) 

Mean bed elevation 

(m)
*3

 

-186 

(-267, -119) 

-178 

(-311, -119) 

-323 

(-460, -221) 

-19 

(-67, -5) 

Range of the bed-

elevation variations 

(m)
*3

 

233 

(99, 421) 

564 

(453, 714) 

15 

(4, 39) 

140 

(58, 398) 

Maximum flow 

speed (m/a)
*3

 

13 

(6, 23) 

14 

(7, 22) 

67 

(29, 144) 

7 

(5, 11) 

*1: Sometimes called ice ridges or domes, a continuous feature of the continental ice sheet. 

Inland boundaries of these features are poorly defined, so spatial extent and relevant parameters 

are inaccurate. 

*2: The orthogonal axis is defined relative to the longest axis. 

*3: Surface elevation, bed elevation, and ice thickness data are from Fretwell et al. (2013). Ice-

flow speed data are from Rignot et al. (2011) . Grid size of these datasets is ~1 km, so large errors 

may be associated with the spatial extent and other properties of the grounded features. 

Elevations are referenced to the GL04C geoid, which is used for the Bedmap2 dataset (Fretwell 

et al., 2013). 
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Figures 

  
Figure 1 (2 columns): Ice rises and rumples in the Ronne-Filchner Ice Shelf, West Antarctica. 

Inset shows the location. Outlined are ice rises and rumples inventoried in this study (see 

Appendix). Bed topography in this region and names of these ice rises and rumples are shown in 

Figure 6b. The grounding zone of the ice sheet is also shown (Bindschadler et al., 2011). (a) 

Morphological structures associated with ice rises and rumples visible in Radarsat-2 satellite 

imagery (Jezek et al., 2002). Brightness changes are associated with surface-slope variations of 

major ice rises, as well as crevasses and rifts in the ice shelf. (b) Ice flow field (Rignot et al., 
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2011) perturbed by ice rises and rumples. Arrow lengths are proportional to the logarithm of ice-

flow speeds. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 (2 columns): Cross section of an ice rise. The radargram is from an along-flow, ground-

based profile across the summit of Kupol Ciolkovskogo near the Fimbul Ice Shelf, Dronning 

Maud Land (K. Matsuoka and J. Brown, unpublished data). Dominant wind direction is oblique 

to the cross section, and seabed beneath the ocean cannot be detected using radar. The sketches of 

orographic precipitation and seabed are included for illustration purposes. 
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Figure 3 (two columns): Locations of ice rises (blue, outlined) and ice rumples (red) in 

Antarctica, which are included in the inventory (Appendix). Red markers for ice rumples do not 

represent their dimensions. The background image is a shaded relief map of the Bedmap2 digital 

elevation model (Fretwell et al., 2013). Ice streams, glaciers, and ice shelves mentioned in the 

text are labeled and major ice rises and rumples are indicated with numbers. Bed topography in 

the Ross and Weddell Seas are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b, respectively. 
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Figure 4 (one column): Population characteristics of ice rises and rumples. Panels show 

histograms of (a) area, (b) relative height of the highest place (summit) of ice rises/rumples 

measured from the adjacent ice shelf/stream surface, (c) maximum ice thickness, and (d) 

maximum flow speeds within the ice rises and rumples. All abscissas have a logarithm scale, and 

frequency is shown in percent of a total of the 103 isle-type ice rises and 510 ice rumples 

inventoried in this study (Table 1). 
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Figure 5 (one column): Near-parallel lineations (shown with arrows) along the ice-flow divide 

detected by MODIS satellite imagery (Haran et al., 2005; Scambos et al., 2007). Other lineations 

in the flank are often associated with the slope changes. (a) Korff Ice Rise in the Weddell Sea 

(Smith, 1986), which has a (single-peaked) Raymond arches (J. Kingslake, unpublished data). (b) 

Halvfarryggen Ridge in Dronning Maud Land, which has double-peaked Raymond arches 

(Drews et al., 2013). For Raymond arches, see Section 4.1. 
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Figure 6 (one column): Elevated bed topography beneath ice rises and rumples in the Ross (a) 

and Weddell (b) Sea Embayments. Bed elevations are referenced to the GL04C geoid (Fretwell et 

al., 2013); geoid heights are ~40 m in the Ross Sea and ~20 m in the Weddell Sea. Outlined are 

the grounding zone (black; Bindschadler et al., 2011) and current ice-shelf‘s calving front (blue; 

Scientific Committee on Antarctic Reseach, 2012). Inventoried ice rises and rumples (Appendix) 

are hatched, and labels are given to major ice rises. In Panel (a), labeled are Siple Dome (Si), 

Roosevelt Island (R), Crary Ice Rise (C), and Steershead Ice Rise (St), as well as likely locations 

of ice rises during the LGM (Shipp et al., 1999): Crary Bank (CB), Mawson Bank (MB), Pennell 

Bank (PB) and Ross Bank (RB). In panel (b), labeled are the current ice rises and rumples: 

Berkner Island (Be), Henry Ice Rise (H), Korff Ice Rise (K), Bungenstock Ice Rise (Bu), Skytrain 

Ice Rise (S), Kealey Ice Rise (Ke), Fletcher Promontory (Fl), and Fowler Peninsula (Fo). 
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Figure 7 (1.5 column): Possible formation mechanisms for isle-type ice rises. (a) Long-term 

stable. (b) Deglacial emergent. (c) GIA emergent. (d) Glaciological emergent. For each case, the 

evolution is shown in scenes connected by large open downward arrows between panels. Open 

arrows within individual panels illustrate the direction of ice flow, whereas solid black arrows 

illustrate the emerging bed associated with GIA (c) and a thickening ice shelf (d). Corresponding 

changes of ice elevation are shown in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 8 (one column): Surface-elevation changes of the ice sheet upstream of ice rises, 

associated with the ice-rise formation mechanisms shown in Fig. 7. Solid lines show cases of 

long-term stable and deglacial emergent (Figs. 7a and 7b). Dashed lines show GIA and 

glaciological emergent (Figs. 7c and 7d). Elevation changes in the shaded area occur below the 

current ice surface so geological records are not exposed. 

 

 

Figure 9 (one column): Properties of Raymond arches. (a) Cross section of modeled isochrones. 

(b) Depth variations of the arch amplitudes relative to the ice thickness at the divide. In both 

panels, blue shows a case of isotropic ice resulting in single-peak Raymond arches, and red 

shows a case of anisotropic ice induced by development of ice-crystal alignments resulting in 

double-peaked arches. The figure shows steady-state model results presented in Fig. 11b of 

Martin et al. (2009a). 
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Figure 10 (one column): Twenty three ice rises in the Antarctic Peninsula and Amundsen Sea 

coast that show a pair of distinct near-parallel lineations in satellite imagery in the central part of 

the ice rise (similar to those shown in Fig. 5). Inset shows the location. Numbers are the 

characteristic ice-flow time scale T (= H/b in years, where H is ice thickness and b is SMB). The 

five ice rises shown with blue circles have well-developed, double-peaked Raymond arches (Fig. 

9a); Adelaide Island (labeled as A), Latady Island (L) and Monteverdi Peninsula (M) were 

surveyed with ground-based radar and the other two with airborne radar. Background satellite 

image is Landsat (Bindschadler et al., 2008), and the calving front is highlighted in blue 

(Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research, 2012).  
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